Economic data are often generated by stochastic processes that take place in continuous time, though observations may occur only at discrete times. For example, electricity and gas consumption take place in continuous time. Data generated by a continuous time stochastic process are called functional data. This paper is concerned with comparing two or more stochastic processes that generate functional data. The data may be produced by a randomized experiment in which there are multiple treatments. The paper presents a test of the hypothesis that the same stochastic process generates all the functional data. In contrast to existing methods, the test described here applies to both functional data and multiple treatments. The test is presented as a permutation test, which ensures that in a finite sample, the true and nominal probabilities of rejecting a correct null hypothesis are equal. The paper also presents the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under alternative hypotheses. The results of Monte Carlo experiments and an application to an experiment on billing and pricing of natural gas illustrate the usefulness of the test.
INTRODUCTION
Economic data are often generated by stochastic processes that can be viewed as taking place in continuous time, though observations may occur only at discrete times. Examples are gas and electricity consumption by households, asset prices or returns, and wages. Data generated from a continuous time stochastic process are random functions and are called functional data. The analysis of functional data is a well-established research area in statistics that has generated a vast literature. See, for example, Hall and Hossein-Nasab (2006); Jank and Shmueli (2006) ; Silverman (2002, 2005) ; Yao, Müller, and Wang (2005) ; and the references therein.
In this paper, we are concerned with comparing two or more stochastic processes that generate functional data. These processes are produced by a randomized experiment in which there may be multiple treatments. There are one or more treatment groups and one control group. Our objective is to test the hypothesis that the same stochastic process generates the functional data in all the groups. More precisely, the null hypothesis is that the functional data (random functions) generated by the stochastic processes for the (possibly multiple) treatment groups and the control group have the same probability distribution. Our interest in this hypothesis is motivated by experiments in billing and pricing of gas and pricing of electricity that have been conducted in several countries, including the US and Ireland. In a typical experiment, households are assigned randomly to treatment and control groups. The treatment groups have one or more experimental billing or price schedules, and the control group has regular billing and pricing. Consumption of gas or electricity by households in the treatment and control groups is measured at frequent time intervals for several months. For example, in the Irish experiment on gas
billing and pricing that we analyze later in this paper, consumption was measured every 30 minutes for twelve months. Gas consumption takes place in continuous time, though it is measured only at discrete times. The consumption path of a household is a random function of continuous time. The consumption paths of all households in the treatment groups (control group) are random samples of functions generated by the treatment (control) consumption processes. The hypothesis tested in this paper is that the consumption processes of the treatment and control groups are the same. The alternative hypothesis is that the treatment and control processes differ on a set of time intervals with non-zero Lebesgue measure.
If the hypothesis to be tested pertained to the distributions of finite-dimensional random variables, then testing could be carried out using the Cramér-von Mises or Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample tests, among others (Schilling 1986 , Henze 1988 or multi-sample generalizations of these tests. But the Cramér-von Mises and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests do not apply to random functions, which are infinitedimensional random variables. Methods are also available for testing the hypothesis that continuous time data or, equivalently, random functions are generated by a known stochastic process or a process that is known up to a finite-dimensional parameter (Bugni, Hall, Horowitz, and Neumann 2009; CuestaAlbertos, del Barrio, Fraiman, and Matrán 2007; Cuesta-Albertos, Fraiman and Ransford 2006; Hall and Tajvidi 2002; Kim and Wang 2006) . Methods of parametric time-series analysis can also be used in this setting. However, the method described here is nonparametric. It does not assume that the stochastic processes generating the data have known parametric or semiparametric forms.
Another possibility is to carry out nonparametric tests of hypotheses of equality of specific features (e.g., moments) of the processes generated by the various treatment groups. For example, Harding and Lamarche (2014) compared moments of the distributions of electricity consumption in the treatment and control groups in a time-of-day pricing experiment. However, a test of equality of specific moments does not reveal whether the processes generated by the various groups differ in other ways. The method described in this paper facilitates such an investigation.
There are several existing methods for carrying out non-parametric two-sample distributional tests. Székely and Rizzo (2004) describe a two-sample test for data that may be high-dimensional but not functional. The test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) is not applicable to functional data and, apart from consistency, its asymptotic power properties are unknown. Schilling (1986) and Henze (1988) describe two-sample nearest neighbor tests for multivariate (not functional) data. These tests are not applicable to multiple treatments, and their asymptotic power properties are unknown. Hall and Tajvidi (2002) describe a two-sample permutation test for functional data. The test of Hall and Tajvidi (2002) applies to functional data and is an alternative to the test developed in this paper when there is a single treatment group in addition to the control group. The test of Hall and Tajvidi (2002) is not applicable to experiments with multiple treatments.
The test described in this paper is applicable to experiments with multiple treatments as well as experiments with one treatment group and a control group. This is an important advantage of our test compared to others. Experiments with multiple treatments are common in many fields (see, for example, Chong, Cohen, Field, Nakasone, and Torero (2016); Ashraf, Field, and Lee (2014); and Field, Jayachandran, Pande, and Rigol (2016) , among many others). The experiment on gas billing and pricing analyzed later in this paper has multiple treatments. The tests Schiling (1986), Henze (1988) , and Hall and Tajvidi (2002) are not applicable to experiments with multiple treatments.
The test described in this paper is motivated by Bugni, Hall, Horowitz, and Neumann (2009) (hereinafter BHHN), who describe a Cramér-von Mises-type test of the hypothesis that a sample of random functions was generated by a continuous time stochastic process that is known up to a finitedimensional parameter. BHHN give a bootstrap method for estimating the test's critical value. This paper presents a Cramér-von Mises type test of the hypothesis that two or more samples of random functions were generated by the same unknown stochastic process. The alternative hypothesis is that the samples were generated by different stochastic processes. In contrast to the test of BHHN, the test presented here is implemented as a permutation test, which ensures that in a finite sample, the true and nominal probabilities of rejecting a correct null hypothesis are equal. A test based on the bootstrap does not have this property. Nor does any other test based on an asymptotic approximation. The test proposed here has non-trivial power against alternative hypotheses that differ from the null hypothesis by
where n is the number of observations in the largest sample. "Non-trivial" means that the power of the test exceeds the probability with which the test rejects a correct null hypothesis. The asymptotic local power of the permutation test is the same as it would be if the critical value of the test were based on the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. Thus, there is no penalty in terms of asymptotic power for the permutation test's elimination of the finite-sample error in the probability of rejecting a correct null hypothesis.
Section 2 of this paper presents the proposed test statistic for the case of a single treatment group and a control group. Section 2 explains how the critical values are obtained, and describes the procedure for implementing the test. Section 3 presents the properties of two-sample version of the test under the null and alternative hypotheses. Section 4 extends the results of Sections 2 and 3 to experiments in which there are several treatment groups and a control group. Section 5 discusses methods for selecting a userchosen measure that is used in the test. Section 6 applies the test to data from a multiple-treatment experiment on the pricing of gas. Section 7 presents the results of simulation studies of the test's behavior using a design that mimics the experiment analyzed in Section 6. Section 8 presents concluding comments. The proofs of theorems are in the appendix, which is Section 9.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST IN THE SINGLE TREATMENT CASE

The Test Statistic
be a closed interval, and let 2 ( ) L  denote the set of real-valued, square-integrable functions on  . We consider two stochastic processes (or random functions) on  :
For example, ( ) X t may correspond to the treatment group and ( ) Y t to the control group.
In the gas pricing experiment,  is the period of time over which gas consumption is observed. ( ) X t and ( ) Y t , respectively, are gas consumption at time t by individuals in the treatment and control groups.
Let X F and Y F respectively be the probability distribution functions of ( ) X t and ( ) Y t . That is, for any
The null hypothesis to be tested is
where µ is a probability measure on 2 ( ) L  and Z is a random function with probability distribution µ . 
The test statistic remains as in (2.7), except the arguments of the empirical distribution functions are the 
PROPERTIES OF THE TEST IN THE SINGLE TREATMENT CASE
Finite Sample Properties under 0 H
The proposed test is an example of a randomization test. Lehmann and Romano (2005, Ch. 15) provide a general discussion of randomization tests. 3. Whether the integrals in (2.7) and (2.9) are calculated in closed form or estimated by simulation as in (2.8).
4. Whether * nm t is computed using all Q possible permutations of the data or only an independent random sample of Q Q <  permutations.
Asymptotic Properties under 1 H
This section presents asymptotic properties under 1 H of the permutation test based on nm τ .
These include consistency and power under local alternative hypotheses. Define the randomization distribution function of nm τ as
The critical value * (1 )
The following theorem is a extension of a result of Hoeffding (1952 
where τ and τ ′ are independently and identically distributed random variables with cumulative
Then,
for every t that is a continuity point of R .
If ( ) R t is continuous and strictly increasing at
n m → ∞ , where Z is a random variable with cumulative distribution 
We now consider the asymptotic local power of the permutation test when ( ) X t and ( ) Y t are observed at a the finite set of points 1 ( ,..., )
has mean zero and covariance function The following theorem gives the asymptotic power of the permutation test against sequences of local alternatives when ( ) X t and ( ) Y t are observed at a finite set of points.
Theorem 3.4: Let assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then,
.
It follows from Theorem 3.4 that the α -level permutation test based on nm τ has asymptotic local power exceeding α whenever
We now consider the asymptotic local power of the permutation test when ( )
with mean zero and covariance function 
As in the discrete-t case, the α -level permutation test based on nm τ for continuous t has asymptotic local power exceeding α whenever
It follows from Theorems 3.2(2), 3.4, and 3.5 that if the limiting distribution of nm τ is continuous, then the permutation test statistic and a non-permutation test based on nm τ in (2.7) have the same asymptotic distribution under local alternative hypotheses.
EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE TREATMENTS
This section outlines the extension of the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the case in which there are two or more treatment groups and a single control group. We assume that the outcomes of all treatment groups are continuously observed. 
THE MEASURE μ
As was stated in Section 2.1, the measure µ influences the directions of departure from 0 H in which the test presented here has high power. This section presents informal suggestions about how µ can be constructed. We emphasize that regardless of the choice of µ , the probability that theα -level permutation test rejects a correct null hypothesis is exactly α . A more formal approach to constructing µ is outlined at the end of this section.
To obtain a flexible class of measures, let { : 1, 2,...
For example, we use a basis of trigonometric functions in Sections 6 and 7. Let µ be the probability measure generated by the random function The mean of ( ) 
An investigator who has no such expectations might choose ( ) w t to be a constant. Given a choice of A more formal approach to choosing µ is to specify an alternative hypothesis, specify the distributions of the Fourier coefficients k b up to finitely many parameters, and choose the parameters through Monte Carlo simulation to maximize power or asymptotic local power (given in Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 4.2) against the alternative. The computation required to implement this approach is difficult and time-consuming, because the objective function of the optimization problem is non-convex and must be evaluated through high-dimensional numerical integration. We carried out the power-optimization approach with several of the Monte Carlo designs described in Section 7 and found that it produced little increase in power over the informal choice of µ described in Section 6.
AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION
This section reports the application of our test to data produced by the smart metering consumer behavior trial (CBT) for gas conducted by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) of Ireland. The CER is Ireland's independent regulator of electricity and natural gas. The goal of the CBT was to investigate the effects of several different billing and pricing treatments on residential customers' consumption of gas. The gas consumption of each customer in the CBT was measured every half hour by a smart meter. The CER kindly provided the data produced by the CBT and related documentation During the baseline period, all customers participating in the CBT were charged the standard rate for gas and were billed bimonthly in the usual way. During the experimental period, customers were assigned randomly to a control group or one of four treatment groups. Customers then received different treatments depending on their assignments. Customers in the control group continued to be charged the standard rate and billed bimonthly. Customers in the first treatment group were charged at the standard rate and billed bimonthly but also received a detailed report on their energy usage with recommendations about how to reduce consumption. Customers in the second treatment group were charged the standard rate but billed monthly instead of bimonthly. Customers in the third treatment group were charged at the standard rate and billed bimonthly but also received an in-home electronic device that displayed their instantaneous gas consumption and its cost. Customers in the fourth treatment group, like those in the third group, were billed bimonthly and received the in-home device. In addition, these customers were charged a variable rate according to the seasonal wholesale cost of procuring gas. Depending on the season, the rate these customers were charged was between 16 percent below the standard rate (in June through September 2010) and 17 percent above the standard rate (in December 2010 and January 2011).
The analysis in this section is concerned with gas consumption during the experimental period, when customers received different treatments depending on their assignment. We test the null hypothesis that the distributions of gas consumption by customers in the four treatment groups and the control group were the same in each month from June-December 2010. The data consist of observations of the gas consumption of 1492 customers at half-hour intervals. The numbers of customers in the treatment and control groups are shown in Table 1 . Figures 1-3 provide an informal illustration of the differences between the distributions of gas consumption in the five groups. Figure 1 shows average monthly gas consumption by customers in the control and four treatment groups; Figure 2 shows the average standard deviation of customers' consumption; and Figure 3 shows the average correlation coefficient of consumption in consecutive halfhour periods. It can be seen that the differences among the means and standard deviations of consumption in the different treatment groups are small, but there are larger differences among the correlation coefficients. Thus, the main effect of the experimental treatments appears to be a shift in the dependence structure of gas consumption.
We applied our test and the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) to consumption in each of the months from June through December. As is explained in Section 1, Székely and Rizzo (2004) provide the only existing test that accommodates multiple treatments. In our test, we used a trigonometric basis in (5.1) and a truncated series expansion. Thus, (5.1) became
where K is an integer and T is the number of half hours in a month. The Fourier coefficients were µ is the mean of ( ) Z t and is set near the center of the support of the data. Our test would have low power if 1 µ were outside of or too close to the boundaries of the support. We computed pvalues for our test with for 3,5,...,15 K = and found little variation over this range. Therefore, we report only p -values for 15 K = . The integrals in the definition of n τ are population averages of functionals of ( ) Z t . We used 4000 L = draws of ( ) Z t to approximate these integrals. Equation (2.8) shows the approximation for the single-treatment case. The approximation for multiple treatments, as in the CBT, is similar. We used 500 permutations of the data to compute critical values for our test and the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) .
The results of the tests are shown in Table 2 . The first row of Table 2 indicate that our test detects a treatment effect that is not detected by the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) .
MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENTS
This section reports the results of Monte Carlo experiments that explore the finite-sample properties of our test. The designs of the experiments are based on the empirical illustration of Section 6.
We simulate observations of half-hour gas consumption during a 30-day month. 
3. Mean shift for both treatment groups:
4.
Mean shift for treatment group 1 and variance shift for treatment group 2: 
9. Correlation shift for treatment group 1 and variance shift for treatment group 2:
10. Correlation shift for both treatment groups:
There were 1000 Monte Carlo replications in each experiment. Each experiment consists of computing the empirical probability that the null hypothesis of no treatment effect is rejected at the nominal 0.05 level. We compare the rejection probabilities of our test with those of the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) , which is the only existing test that applies to multiple treatments. The power of our test depends on K . Accordingly, we carried out experiments with 3,5,...,15 K = . The highest power occurs with 15
The results of the experiments are shown in Table 3 . The results with design 1 indicate that our test and the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) both have empirical probabilities of rejecting a correct null hypothesis that are close to the nominal probability. With our test, it is not possible to reject at the 0.05 level the hypothesis that the empirical and nominal rejection probabilities are equal. Our test is a permutation test, so this result is expected. The test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) is more powerful than our test in parameter designs 2-4, which include a mean shift, though our test with a large K has substantial power in design 4, which has a variance shift in addition to a mean shift. In parameter designs 8-10, which include a correlation shift without a mean shift, our test is more powerful than that of Székely and Rizzo (2004) . The latter test has very low power, whereas our test has substantial power. Design 5 includes mean and correlation shifts. In this design, our test with 9 K > is more powerful than that of Székely and Rizzo (2004) . The results for the two parameter designs with variance shifts without correlation shifts are mixed. Our test is more powerful than that of Székely and Rizzo (2004) in design 7, but the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) is slightly more powerful than ours in design 6.
We summarize the Monte Carlo results as follows. Our test and the test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) both reject a correct null hypothesis with the correct (nominal) probability. However, the two tests have different abilities to detect departures from the null hypothesis. The test of Székely and Rizzo (2004) is particularly good at detecting mean shifts but has very low power against correlation shifts. In contrast, our test has high power against correlation shifts. We believe that this explains the empirical results of Section 6, as the CBT experimental treatment changed the correlation structure of gas consumption but had little effect on the mean or variance of consumption.
CONCLUSIONS
Economic data are often generated by stochastic processes that take place in continuous time, though observations may occur only at discrete times. Data generated by a continuous time stochastic process are called functional data. This paper has been concerned with comparing two or more stochastic processes that generate functional data. The data may be produced by a randomized experiment in which there are multiple treatments. The paper has presented a permutation test of the hypothesis that the same stochastic process generates all the functional data. In contrast to existing methods, the test described here applies to both functional data and multiple treatments. The results of Monte Carlo experiments and an application to an experiment on billing and pricing of natural gas have illustrated the usefulness of the test. 
By the randomization hypothesis,
The theorem follows by combining (2), (3), and 
The basis { } k ψ can always be chosen so that 
By the Cramér-Wold device, it suffices to show that 
be a process that is independent of but has the same distribution as 
We begin with (9.11). It suffices to show that 1
The same argument shows that 1
Next we show that (9.12) holds. For any positive integer K define ( )
where K Σ is defined in (9.4). Part 2 of Lemma 9.4 implies that
Result (9.12) now follows from the continuous mapping theorem.
To prove (9. 
The last expression is bounded as N → ∞ for every positive integer K , which implies that
The result (9.13) follows from this and Markov's inequality. Q.E.D. 
By a similar argument,
In addition, Theorem 1 of (Lahiri, Chatterjee, and Matti 2007) implies that We now use the foregoing results to prove (9.14)-(9.21). Result (9.14) now follows from
Result (9.15) follows from
A similar argument gives (9.16). Result (9.17) follows from
A similar argument yields (9.18).
To obtain (9.19) observe that Step 1: We show that By an argument similar to that used in the proof of (9.23), 
